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Pandora Discovered

A brief introduction

A place of wonder, mystery and strange beauty: otherwise known
as Pandora. Located in Alpha Centauri, which is 4.4 light years
from earth, our nearest stellar neighbour. Alpha Centauri A (or
ACA to astronomers) is Pandora's sun. Pandora is one of the giant
Planet Polyphemus’ many moons. It is inhabitable to humans -
unless they wear special equipment - because of its toxic atmosphere. Although, it does have its
own strange and dangerous creatures all off which are hexapods ,six limbed “animals”, all except
for the humanoid navi. It might be beautiful but this beauty comes with a price…

The Dazzling Location

Pandora is located near the southern
hemisphere of earth, in the solar system
(Alpha Centauri)it is visible, from earth, on
a clear night. Along with many other moons
Pandora does not just orbit ACA it also
orbits the planet polyphemus, a gas giant,
the size of saturn.

The wonderful appearance by day and night

In daytime, the vast majority of Pandora is blanketed by
tropical rainforests- which are similar to the ones that



were once in the amazon basin- but roughly 5 times as big;
alongside these rainforests, the Hallelujah Mountains float
thanks to the nearly endless supply of unobtainium.
Consequently, the paradise of the day
is like living hell to the luminous
night. This is because the night is
set aglow by the bioluminescent
qualities which are in every
pandorian living organism making
Pandora look like a picturesque
paradise with dancing lights of all shapes and colours.

The savage beasts of the land and sky

A wide range of creatures' natural habitat is on pandora. The 9-10 feet tall
humanoid Navi use two types of animals for hunting:
the Banshee and Dia Horse; the Banshee is a large bird-
like arial predator which is also used by the Navi for
travelling long distances as well as hunting. Although
they are strong and fearless, Hunters can become prey
in essence of the great Leanoctor of the air and the
fearsome Thanator of the land. Those are not the only Pandorian animals
though, Pandora is also home to packs of Viper wolves and the thick skinned
Hammer Head Timeshares and that is not all...

The Navi’s religion

The Navi’s believe that the Vetria Reunion -

or tree of soles - is a sacred tree and source

of the strong connection between all

Pandorian living organisms. The Navi

worship next to it every day. Its seeds are



called Atokirina and send messages from the Ewok, they travel by floating or

flying, setting the night aglow with all pandorian living organisms.


